Living Well While Being Green
IT’S NOT EASY being green-especially if you’re rich. With their growing fleets of yachts, jets and cars,
and their sprawling estates, today’s
outsized wealthy have also become
outsized polluters. There are now
10,000 private jets swarming American skies, all burning more than 15
times as much fuel per passenger as
commercial planes. The summer seas
are increasingly crowded with megayachts swallowing up 80 gallons of
fuel an hour.

Yet with the green movement
in vogue, the rich are looking for
ways to compensate for their carbondioxide generation, which is linked
to global warming, without crimping
their style. Some are buying carbon
“offsets” for their private-jet flights,
which help fund alternate-energy
technologies such as windmills, or
carbon dioxide-eating greenery such
as trees. Others are installing oceanmonitoring equipment on their yachts.
And a few are building green-certified
mansions, complete with solar-heated
indoor swimming pools.
Some people say the measures are a noble effort on the part of
the wealthy to improve the environment. Eric Carlson, executive director and founder of the Carbon Fund,
a nonprofit that works with companies and individuals to
offset emissions, says the
wealthy are taking the lead
in alternative-energy markets such as
solar technologies just as they take
the lead in consumer markets.
“Obviously these people
have different lifestyles from yours
or mine,” Mr. Carlson says. “At the
same time, they’re not obligated to
do anything. We praise those who are
doing things. We’re trying to get to a
market where the super-wealthy are
leaders
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in reducing their [carbon dioxide]
footprint and playing a major role in
changing this market.”

Others say the efforts are
little more than window-dressing,
designed to ease the guilt of the
wealthy or boost their status among
an increasingly green elite. Environmentalists say that if the rich really
wanted tohelp the environment, they
would stop flying on private jets, live
in smaller homes, and buy kayaks instead of yachts.
“Carbon offsets and these
other things are feel-good solutions,”
says Lester Brown founder and president of the Earth Policy Institute.
“I’m always interested in people who
buy a carbon offset fortheir jet to fly
between their four big homes. These
kinds of programs postpone more
meaningful action.”
Either way, an increasing
number of companies are launching
programs designed to help the rich
live large while staying green. Jets.
com,
a private jet service,
plans
to start a program in
early
September in partnership
with the Carbon
Fund.

After they
take a trip,
their customers will
get a statement
on their bills telling
them how much carbon dioxide their flight emitted and
what it would cost to buy offsets
from the fund.
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The offsets are a bargain
compared with the flights: A round
trip private-jet flight between
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and Boston
costs about $20,000. The offsets
for the 13 metric tons of carbon
dioxide emitted would cost about $74,
the company says.
V1 Jets International, a jet
charter company, rolled out its
“Green Card” program that it
says accentuates “the positive effect
your flight emissions will have on the
environment.” The company calculates the total emissions from the trip
and then buys a carbon offset from the
Carbon Fund. “From a jet perspective,
we have a responsibility to look after
the damage that these planes do,” says
Andrew Zarrow, V1’s president. The
company also has created technologies designed to make flights more
efficient by selling seats on “deadleg”
trips-flights that are returning empty
from one-way trips.
Yacht companies also are getting into the act. Trinity Yachts, a
Gulfport, Miss. builder, this month
announced it will pay for part of the
cost of installing special oceanographic and atmospheric monitoring
systems in all of its new boats.
The system, called the
SeaKeeper 1000, measures water
temperatures and salinity, as well as
air temperature and wind speed.
The data are sent to scientists who monitor the earth’s
oceans. Trinity’s program
is in partnership with
International

ronment,” says William S. Smith III,
vice president of Trinity Yachts. Still,
the system doesn’t reduce emissions
from the yachts themselves, which
can burn hundreds of gallons of fuel
a day.
Some wealthy people are going green with their houses, too. The
U.S. Green Building Council has certified at least three mansions for being leaders in environmental design,
including one owned by Ted Turner’s
daughter, Laura Turner Seydel, and
her husband, Rutherford, in Atlanta.
The 7,000-square-foot-plus house,
called EcoManor, is equipped with 27
photovoltaic panels on the roof, rainwater-collecting tanks for supplying
toilet water, and “gray water” systems
that use water from the showers and
sinks for the lawn and gardens. The
top of the house is insulated with a
soy-based foam that is more efficient
that fiberglass. The home has 40 energy monitors and a switch near the
door that turns off every light in the
house before the family leaves.
Mr. Seydel says the couple’s
energy bill is about half that of comparable homes. While he acknowledges they could have built a slightly
smaller house, he said all the space is
well used, between kids and visiting
friends and in-laws.
“ T h e
been the
technolhop-

wealthy have always
early adapters to
ogy,” he says. “I’m
ing that we can
pave the way and
show that you can
have something that’s
luxurious that also makes
a lot of sense from an energy
and convenience point of view.”

-from “The Wealth Report,” by Robert Frank for The Wall Street
Journal.

SeaKeepers, a nonprofit marine conservation group founded by a
group of yacht owners concerned
about the environment.
“The caliber of client we have is very
aware of what’s going on in the envi-

